COLLISION OR UPSET COVERAGE

Refer to the Supplemental Declarations if information is not shown on this form.
For an additional premium, we provide coverage under this endorsement subject to the terms contained in the General Policy Provisions.

We cover direct loss to covered property caused by collision, upset or overturn of the manufactured home described on the Declarations.
This coverage applies to the covered manufactured home while at the location shown on the Declarations or while away from that location with our written consent to move the manufactured home.
This coverage is effective on ____________ or as shown on the Declarations or change endorsement. Coverage applies for 30 days from the effective date.

EXCLUSIONS
Coverage under this endorsement does not apply:
   a. to a manufactured home while used in any dishonest or unlawful activity; or
   b. to tires unless the loss results from other loss covered by this endorsement.
The additional premium charge is to be retained in full by us.